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PLANNING STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION
THE APPLICATION
Walker Troup Architects have been commissioned by WM Housing (now rebranded
Citizen Housing Group) to administer a planning application for this brownfield site,
which is seeking to provide 100% affordable housing in the form of two, three and fourbedroom houses for general needs.
Prior to demolition there were 4no existing buildings on the demised application site.
The two main buildings used to comprise Category 2 sheltered housing (apartments
and bedsits) arranged over two storeys, set within a communal arrangement.
One of the blocks was known as William Thompson House (with a frontage onto Clifton
Street) and the other, Sackville House (fronting onto Adelaide Street). Extra over to the
above, there were two 2-storey semi-detached dwellings (warden’s accommodation).
The rear amenity space serving these properties backs onto Harnell Lane East (B4110).
Completing the urban block, we can also find 4no existing bungalows, which lie to the
South of the proposed application site (fronting onto Arnside Close).
The existing dwellings were ex Local Authority housing which, historically, formed part
of a wholesale stock transfer to Coventry Whitefriars. Coventry Whitefriars form part of
the WM Housing Group, which itself was rebranded Citizen Housing Group as of 1st
September 2019. As a registered provider of affordable dwellings, Whitefriars own the
freehold to this land.
The 4no bungalows are due to be retained, whereas all other buildings underwent
demolition in advance of this planning application submission, which was on the basis
this rental accommodation for the elderly was deemed no longer fit-for-purpose and
had been proving very difficult to re-let. Refurbishment and remodelling options were
explored but ultimately discounted. This was on the basis the solutions put forward
would have resulted in too many compromises.
All the existing sheltered housing residents have since been re-housed in other, more
suitable accommodation which is located elsewhere within the area. Much of this
accommodation is newbuild; provided specifically to accommodate existing tenants.
The proposed application site is located within the Hillfields area close to Coventry City
Centre. Here we can find a large need for affordable general needs housing; being a
slightly less affluent suburb the demand for affordable housing is much higher than
average
Prior to its subsequent demolition, none of the pre-existing accommodation was
considered to have any real architectural merit. The new-build, replacement general
needs housing scheme has been designed to be outward facing on all three
perimeters such that all new dwellings address each of the three roads which enclose
the site. The existing bungalows to the Southern elevation will also benefit from localised
environmental improvements such as new hard and soft landscaping so that the whole
urban block can be considered on a holistic basis. The scope of work on this will be
agreed at the 1/App stage (application to discharge planning conditions).
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THE APPLICATION SUBMISSION
In summary, the following documents are submitted to support the application: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed Planning Application Forms and Certificates,
Design & Access Statement (prepared by Walker Troup Architects),
Full suite of architectural drawings (prepared by Walker Troup Architects),
Geoff Perry Associates – Drawing No. S219 904 – Topographical Survey (A1),
Geoff Perry Associates – Drawing No. S219 904A – Utility Survey (A1),
BSP Consulting – Strategic Drainage Layout/ Preliminary Calculations/ FRA,
BSP Consulting – Conceptual Levels Proposals,
Internal/ External Bat Survey and Phase 1 Preliminary Ecological Assessment
(August 2018) – as prepared by Dr Stefan Bodnar BSc (Hons) PhD MCIEEM
(includes wider protected species assessment),
Arboricultural Report, Impact Assessment and Method Statement, as prepared
by Braemar Arboriculture Ltd (Ref: BALDS021-19),
Geo-environmental Report – Category 1 (Phase 1 Site Investigation) – as
prepared by Delta Simons; Project No. 19-0343.01.
Detailed Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Threat & Risk Assessment – again, as
prepared by Delta Simons; Project No. P7264 v.1, April 2019.

The application fee is in the sum of £5,082.00 and will be payable to Coventry City
Council (along with any administration costs imposed by the Planning Portal). The fee
is based upon 11 No. dwellings x the flat rate of £462.00 per unit.
PRE-APPLICATION DISCUSSIONS
A pre-application planning enquiry preceded this full application (Application
Reference PREP/2018/2734). Ayesha Saleem was the case officer to oversee this.
Comments were received 22nd May 2019 which have gone on to inform both the
design and decision-making process, regardless of the fact scheme content has now
evolved further when compared with original Pre-app submission. The change to
include the 2no 4B8P detached houses was in direct response to a specific request
from local ward councillor and is based on the acute housing need in this area.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The scheme involves the proposed redevelopment of the former William Thompson
House & Sackville House (Sheltered Housing) located off Clifton Street, Harnell Lane
East, Adelaide Street and Arnside Close in the Hillfields area of Coventry (CV1 5GR).
The site is located immediately to the North East of Coventry City Centre and sits within
a vibrant, mixed-use, inner-city suburb. Immediately adjacent the site are high-rise flats
and the Gateway homeless persons refuge (both managed by Whitefriars) along with
other, more traditional, mixed-tenure housing, schools/ colleges, a children’s centre/
nursery, retail, leisure, office, educational and ecclesiastical establishments.
Harnell Lane East (B4110) is a main distributer road that links with Stoney Stanton Road
to the West and the A444 to the East. In turn, the latter road links Coventry City Centre
with Junction 3 of the M6 and Nuneaton Town Centre beyond. Swanswell Park and
Pool are located to the South West.
The overall site area of this urban block scales 0.355 Ha or 0.877 acres.
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PLANNING CONTEXT
The National Planning Policy Framework has replaced the previous Planning Policy
Guidance Notes and Planning Policy Statements and sets out the policy framework for
future sustainable development.
The proposed development aims to address the issue of a shortage of homes to meet
the local community. A housing need has been established across the county, and in
Coventry City there is no exception.
Obtaining sustainable development is paramount within the social context; to
achieving strong, vibrant communities.
The proposals will provide a supply of housing required to meet the needs of current
and future generations.
The social role of this development reflects the areas need for new affordable housing
which will be integrated into an existing recognised settlement, to reflect the
communities need and to support the social and cultural wellbeing.
RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY
•
•

The National Planning Policy Framework 2018
Coventry Local Plan 2016

Policy DE1 Ensuring high quality design
Policy H3 Provision of new housing
Policy H9 Residential Density
Policy EM2 Building Standards
Policy EM4 Flood Risk Management
Policy EM5 Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDs)
Policy EM7 Air Quality
Policy DS3 Sustainable Development Policy
Policy GE3 Ecology and biodiversity
Policy CO2 Re-use or redevelopment of community facilities
Policy AC1 Accessible transport Network
Policy AC4 Walking and Cycling
Policy DS4(a) General principles for master planning
Policy IM1 Developer Contributions
SPG: Design Guide for New residential development
SPD: Creating a More Sustainable City
Appendix 5 Car park and cycle parking standards
Draft highways design guidance
STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The application site lies within a highly sustainable area close to other residential and
mixed-use accommodation. Being a former site offering supported housing, the
existing residential use will be maintained, albeit for general needs. The resultant design
is one which will both complement, and, hopefully, act as a catalyst for any ongoing
future regeneration.
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As part of WM Housing’s commitment to provide affordable homes in the area the new
development will address the housing need identified in the National Planning
Framework.

Site Location to NW of Coventry City Centre
The development will meet the needs and objectives of strategic national and local
planning policies in delivering residential dwellings to meet local needs, including the
appropriate levels of vehicular parking and cycling provision.
A public consultation event was held in advance of this full Planning Application. This
took place on Tuesday 23rd July 2019. All comments arising from this event have been
assessed and taken on board by the Applicant.
CONCLUSION - KEY SUMMARY POINTS
1. The site constitutes a previously developed site in a highly sustainable location
with good access to public transport and local facilities, and services within city
centre.
2. The site is located within an existing established mixed-use, predominantly
residential area and the former buildings on site were no longer deemed fit for
purpose or able to meet modern day standards in terms of retirement
accommodation.
3. The proposed development offers the opportunity to improve the existing
neighbourhood by replacing what had become slightly run-down building
stock with a new, high-quality infill residential scheme of allied use. The
replacement buildings will incorporate good quality materials and meet all
current standards, whilst also adopting a building scale and mass to respect
pre-existing building footprint due to be replaced.
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4. The proposal constitutes a high-quality residential development that will assist in
meeting the demands of the Regional Spatial Housing Strategy requirements
for Coventry Council. All accommodation will come forward as 100% Housing
for Affordable Rent.
5. Building and Topographical Surveys were undertaken to allow a detailed
assessment to be undertaken in respect to potential for existing building to
undergo remodelling and refurbishment. The decision to proceed with
demolition was not taken lightly or without having first explored all options to
keep existing accommodation.
6. The site is not located in an area prone to flooding. No Flood Risk Assessment is
required. The Application is coming forward with a strategic drainage layout
and levels strategy having already been prepared. There is enough capacity
within the existing drainage networks to serve these replacement buildings. All
statutory services are available.
7. A Preliminary Ecology Assessment has been produced and Bat Survey which
raised no material issues. There was no evidence of bats on the site or using the
existing buildings. Ecological enhancements are being proposed and a
precautionary approach advocated regarding development of the site during
the nesting season.
8. Being 100% Affordable Housing, the Applicant is not anticipating that any
Section 106 Charges will be applied.
In summary, the site continues to offer an excellent opportunity for redevelopment for
residential purposes. The updated proposals will provide a high-quality design that will
assist in meeting local and established housing need and will also provide substantial
environmental improvements to act as a catalyst to any future redevelopment.
The proposed residential development of 11no. affordable dwellings can also be
shown to fully accord with both National and Local Planning Policies. We would ask
that planning approval is granted in recognition of the above.

APPENDIX 1
AFFORDABLE HOUSING STATEMENT
NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK
The NPPF clarifies the definition of affordable housing as follows:
Affordable housing: Social rented, affordable rented and intermediate housing,
provided to eligible households whose needs are not met by the market. Eligibility is
determined regarding local incomes and local house prices. Affordable housing should
include provisions to remain at an affordable price for future eligible households or for
the subsidy to be recycled for alternative affordable housing provision.
Social rented housing is owned by local authorities and private registered providers (as
defined in section 80 of the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008), for which guideline
target rents are determined through the national rent regime.
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It may also be owned by other persons and provided under equivalent rental
arrangements to the above, as agreed with the local authority or with the Homes and
Communities Agency.
Affordable rented housing is let by local authorities or private registered providers of
social housing to households who are eligible for social rented housing. Affordable Rent
is subject to rent controls that require a rent of no more than 80% of the local market
rent (including service charges, where applicable).
Intermediate housing is homes for sale and rent provided at a cost above social rent,
but below market levels subject to the criteria in the Affordable Housing definition
above. These can include shared equity (shared ownership and equity loans), other
low-cost homes for sale and intermediate rent, but not affordable rented housing.
Homes that do not meet the preceding definition of affordable housing, such as “low
cost market” housing, may not be considered as affordable housing for planning
purposes.
Affordable Provision: In terms of the Accommodation Schedule, this site is due to come forward as a 100%
affordable housing scheme comprising affordable rent.
None of the dwellings will be offered as open market sale. Being affordable housing,
this will dictate an enhanced quality residential scheme that is likely to incur higher than
average development costs due the ongoing asset management costs likely to be
incurred thereafter.
In the absence of any sales income it is envisaged that the scheme would be delivered
without any provision for s.106 contributions. The Planning Application will need to be
determined on this basis and conditions imposed accordingly.
Accommodation Schedule:
5no 2B4P houses,
4no. 3B5P houses (laid out over 2.5 storeys; these units sit opposite “the Gateway”
building),
2no. 4B8P houses – all accommodation is coming forward as general needs.
Total 11no units.
The dwelling types that have been used have been selected to cater for what is an
identified housing need. There is flexibility in the design of the accommodation.
Parking provisions are as outlined in the Design and Access Statement, and these
provisions are comfortably expected to meet demand due to lower than average
levels of car ownership amongst this resident profile and bearing in mind very close
proximity to Coventry City Centre (with access to public transport network as a result).
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APPENDIX 2
Validation – PLANNING OBLIGATIONS (s106)
This application is coming forward as housing that will be 100% affordable rent. The Title
freehold to the site falls under the ownership of WM Housing Group (rebranded as
Citizen Housing Group). The new accommodation is to replace an existing ‘Category
2’ sheltered housing accommodation block for older people. Overall 11no dwellings
are due to be delivered.
If this scheme were to be coming forward as private sale housing the following heads
of terms would be applicable for residential housing due to deliver between 11 and
24no. dwellings: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Contribution towards the provision of affordable housing,
Contribution towards the provision of school places,
Contribution towards the provision of open space &
Contribution towards the provision of bins,
NHS Contributions.

Affordable Housing: As stated above, the scheme is due to be delivered as 100% housing for affordable
rent. The Applicant is a locally based Registered Provider with an office in Coventry
and its main headquarters in Solihull. There will be no open market sale dwellings and,
therefore, no capital receipt. In part, the scheme will receive grant funding via Homes
England, without which it would be non-viable.
In lieu of a legal Section 106 Agreement, it is considered a suitably worded condition
could be added as part of a full planning approval, such as;
“Approval is hereby granted on the strict understanding that all dwellings referred to in
this permission are for social/ affordable rent or intermediate housing, they will not be
offered for sale on the open market or transferred out of the ownership of the applicant
without prior written consent from the LPA. There will remain a presumption against this
option in perpetuity”.
With the inclusion of the intermediate housing clause this would give WMHG the option
to make some units shared ownership later down the line, keeping scheme affordable.
School Places: Being 100% affordable rent, funded by Homes England Grant, no s106 contributions are
envisaged. Any request for a contribution is likely to render scheme non-viable.
Open Space: Being a mixed-use, urban residential area, the existing neighbourhood is relatively well
served in terms of public open space and recreation/ leisure facilities. Any request for
additional contributions would be likely to render this supported housing scheme nonviable and, potentially, result in the loss of this much needed accommodation.
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Refuse Bins: The Applicant would ask that this aspect be covered by a suitably worded condition
as part of the full planning approval. In lieu of a legal Section 106 Agreement, it is
considered the following wording would be suitable;
“No development shall take place until details of waste collection bins/receptacles
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA. The approved waste
collection bins/receptacles shall be provided prior to the first occupation of the
relevant dwelling”.
The Applicant has confirmed a willingness to purchase waste and recycling bins via
Coventry City Council at the appropriate time, which would be to coincide with
practical completion and prior to handover.
NHS Contributions: No contributions are envisaged as the site is brownfield and was previously used for
residential purposes when occupied by the former sheltered housing scheme, with
Coventry Whitefriars again acting as the Registered Provider/ Social Landlord (part of
the WM Housing Group).
Tenants who go on to occupy these 11no new build dwellings will comprise people off
the Local Authority/ Applicant Housing Waiting Lists. Most, if not all, will have a preexisting local connection.
(N.b., This issue, historically, was the subject of a successful Planning Appeal by WMHG,
when the Council tried to impose similar obligations linked to the redevelopment former
sheltered housing site known as Harry Stanley House, Armfield Street, Coventry
(Planning Application Reference No. FUL/2018/0115). Armfield Street was one of
several outdated sheltered schemes to undergo redevelopment for general needs
housing and is currently on site. The LPA is asked to refer to case history.
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DESIGN & ACCESS STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION
Walker Troup Architects are working with WM Housing to develop proposals for 11no
new-build affordable dwellings on what is a brownfield urban block with frontages to
Clifton Street, Harnell Lane East, Adelaide Street and Arnside Close.
In total, the development will offer the provision of 5no. 2B4P houses, 4no, 3B5P houses
and 2no. 4B8P houses, giving a total of 11no. dwellings general needs. All
accommodation will be offered for 100% Affordable Rent.
The development will come forward with the assistance of Homes England Grant
Funding. In terms of viability, in the absence of any sales income and with the delivery
threshold being only the six dwellings, no Section 106 contributions are envisaged. In
terms of refuse/ recycling storage bins and the like, it is considered that a suitably
worded planning condition can be used to cover any on-costs such as this.
The intention is to create a high-quality infill residential development which will be
delivered to the principals for Sustainable Housing (formerly administered under the
Code for Sustainable Homes), ensuring achievement of high levels of long-term
sustainability, low energy usage and sustainably sourced materials. The development
has been designed to respond to the surrounding context, creating a modern infill
residential development within its location and established context. The materials
pallet will look to pick up on the neighbouring ‘Gateway’ Hostel.
This Design & Access Statement, which forms part of the submission for Full Planning
Approval, outlines the existing site conditions, the reports and surveys that have been
carried out to provide a detailed assessment and analysis of the site and provides full
summary details regarding the development proposals, including design, accessibility,
safety and security and long-term sustainability.

EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS
LOCATION
The proposed development is located directly north east of Coventry City Centre in
the Hillfields Ward, situated relatively close to the National Express Bus & Coach Station
and the Sydney Stringer Academy.
It lies less than a mile from the commercial centre, with all the transportation,
recreational, retail, healthcare and employment benefits this brings. In addition,
Nuneaton town centre is only 9 miles away.
The site is located within an existing mixed-use, predominantly residential area and is
served by local community facilities including local convenience and pharmacy stores,
a medical centre, post office and schools all within very close proximity of the site.
There is easy access to all local bus and rail connections; the site is in a highly
sustainable location as can be seen from Google Location Plan Extract that follows.
Coventry City Railway Station is only 1.6miles away by road.
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Google Maps – Enlarged Location Plan of Site (centre of image – postcode; CV1 5GR)
CONTEXT AND CHARACTER
The application site sits within an established mixed-use, predominantly residential
area. Harnell Lane East (B4110) is a primary distributer road.

Google Maps – Satellite Image of Site in Context (centre right)
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Google Street View (Post-demolition) Looking from the Corner of Harnell Lane East at
Junction with Clifton Street

Google Street View Showing Former William Thompson House with main entrance off
Clifton Street
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Google Street View Showing Former Building Frontage onto Harnell Lane East B4110

Google Street View of Former Sackville House with entrance off Adelaide Street
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Google Street View of the Existing Arnside Close Bungalows at Junction with Clifton
Street which Forms the Southern Site Boundary

Google Street View of the ‘Gateway’ Support Centre & Residential Hostel opposite
side of Adelaide Street
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Google Street View to Show neighbouring Context to the South West (Looking East
along Harnell Lane East B4110

Google Bird Eye View with Harnell Lane East in the Foreground (William Thompson
House, Sackville House & Warden’s Accommodation have since been demolished.
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EXISTING VEGETATION, PLANTING AND TREES
There are several existing trees located within the red line development boundary.
These would have been planted around the time when the former sheltered housing
scheme was constructed and, by and large, they relate to the areas of open space
that would have been allocated to the existing buildings before their subsequent
demolition.
An arboricultural report has been commissioned by the Applicant, along with a
topographical survey which records the position of all existing trees. Within the report
no trees were identified as being “Category A” (high quality) however, there were 10no
trees identified as Category B” (modest quality) and 8no trees rated “Category C”
(lower quality). The existing trees fronting Arnside Close have not been included in the
assessment as these will remain and be subject to existing ongoing maintenance
procedures.
The proposed layout results in the loss of 12no existing trees from within the footprint of
the former sheltered housing scheme. These mostly comprise of smaller specimens
located centrally within the site or set within raised brick planting beds located along
Clifton Street and Adelaide Street.
Of most concern will be the loss of the 5no “Category B” trees along the northern site
boundary which are sited on the frontage to Harnell Lane East (T9 – T13 inclusive). Were
these trees to remain it would result in the direct loss of five of the 11no dwellings now
proposed and, potentially, when accounting for the RPA (root protection areas) and
overshadowing, render a large portion of the site as being non-developable (c.40%).
At 11no dwellings this scheme is already borderline in terms of viability. Should there be
any further loss of units then it is likely the application would not proceed.
In addition to existing trees, other constraints on development include the need for a
5.00m. sewer easement along the northern site boundary and the need to work around
the existing 4no bungalows located to the south.
The trees now identified for removal are to be replaced with mitigative tree planting.
Under the new development proposals 12no new trees have been specified by the
Arboricultural Consultant as a direct replacement for those that cannot be saved.
These are placed around the perimeter of the site and have been selected to be of a
scale more in-keeping with the established urban context. Over time it is envisaged
these trees will grow to offer high levels of amenity value.
In the case of the northern boundary, as part of the new scheme proposals a significant
area of grassed verge is due to be created, which will act as a landscaped buffer
between the new housing that overlooks this space and the main vehicular highway.
The previous street scene facing the B4110 had a rather sterile appearance, comprising
of both side and rear building elevations as opposed to “active” frontages.
Subject to the relevant approvals, it is proposed that this verge will be planted with up
to 6no replacement trees set behind 900mm high, black, polyester coated railings and
supplemented by new brick boundary walls to enclose private amenity spaces,
screened with additional low-maintenance shrub planting. Over time it is felt this
landscape buffer will, ultimately, grow to offer an equivalent level of amenity by way
of compensating for the 5no trees that would have to be removed. In return WMHG
will be able to offer 11no much needed affordable dwellings to help address an
established housing need within the City. 3no dwellings will directly overlook this space
and, from an architectural viewpoint, will offer a superior solution over former scheme.
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DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
SCHEME COMPOSITION
The proposals have been developed by Walker Troup Architects in conjunction with all
stakeholders of this project.
The development proposals are for the provision of 11no new build dwellings, all of
which will be offered as Affordable Rent and designated for general needs. WM
Housing have been working in close liaison with Coventry City Council in order to
address the wider strategy of housing provision in the city. Mr Alan Quinlan (Planning
and Housing Policy Officer) is the Coventry City Council representative, responsible for
working alongside WM Housing and establishing the Housing Strategies which govern
this site, and the other sites which WM Housing are currently engaged in.
The mix of dwellings has been agreed with WM Housing Association; providing a mix of
dwelling sizes to suit the established housing need for this area. The housing mix
submitted with original Pre-App started off with 15no smaller dwellings (including walkup flats) but has evolved such that larger size units have ended up being added to
take on board the comments of the Housing Strategy Team and the Local Ward
Councillors.
SITE LAYOUT
Due to site location and concerns around potential instances with anti-social
behaviour the early scheme, as submitted under the pre-application planning enquiry
(left hand image below) ended up being dropped in favour of one that pays greater
attention to principles laid down within the Police “Secured by Design” Initiative.
As the scheme evolved the areas of “defensible space” have now been maximised. In
its final format, the site layout was rearranged so that all the dwellings were placed
around the perimeter of the urban block, with all units outward facing to address the
Adelaide Street, Harnell Lane East and Clifton Street Frontages. The private parking
courtyard opposite “The Gateway” was re-sited to discourage use by non-residents in
the sense the applicant was keen not to have to introduce gated access/ unwanted
service changes.

Evolution of the Proposed Site Layout – Options initially submitted with Pre-Application
Planning Enquiry before Applicant settled on the frozen scheme for 11no dwellings.
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As previously mentioned, the site is constrained to the North by the Severn Trent
Drainage Easement, whilst, on the southern boundary, there has been the need to
cater for the 4no existing bungalows that front onto Arnside Close (access/ amenity).
Environmental improvements will be carried out to these existing dwellings to make
them feel as though they are linked in with the new scheme; these can be agreed as
part of the planning conditional discharge process and will form part of a
comprehensive hard and soft landscape overview.

Proposed Site Layout – Frozen Scheme for the 11no Dwellings
Whilst the parking courtyard that formed part of the original Pre-App proposals may
well have reduced the potential for car parking to slightly “over-dominate” the Western
boundary, the LPA are asked to remain sympathetic to the concerns raised by the
applicant regarding the potential for anti-social incidences to occur if communal
spaces are created, which cannot be micro-managed.
In this instance all the parking off Adelaide Street will strictly serve the dwellings they
are due to be allocated to. The run of spaces will be broken up, symmetrically, by the
inclusion of further tree planting, set within either a grid or contained within feature
kerbing. These areas will be self-policing. The terraced run of houses will go on to
provide a strong, defensible “stage-set” frontage. Plot no 1 is set out such that it now
provides a greater separation distance to the 2-storey sheltered block which is being
replaced. 12no new trees are proposed, interspersed around the site. A new tree-lined
grassed verge will also provide a green edge to the development and, when fully
established, should go on to offer high levels of amenity.
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BUILDING DESIGN
The dwellings used on this development are purpose designed to reflect the current
housing development standards specified within the WM Housing Group Design Guide.
In turn, this document is written to accord with all current housing standards/ legislative
guidance.
The elevational treatment looks to offer a traditional design with a contemporary twist,
which is intended to act as a catalyst for any future redevelopment. In taking this
approach the dwellings will also remain sympathetic to the existing context.

Street Scene as Proposed to Harnell Lane East
The pallet of materials has been chosen to create a high-quality and contemporary
building envelope which aims to provide an uplifting, clean and sharp design features
with the use of predominantly red brick facade and a darker, contrasting grey or blue
cladding over entrance canopies.
Traditional grey tiles will sit over a pitched roof whilst uPVC double glazed windows will
be finished in a grey foil-wrap as opposed to being white. Samples of the proposed
facing materials will be presented at a later date. Matching brick boundary walls will
also feature where visible to main public realm. It is envisaged the scheme will use
materials that will either match or complement those used on the neighbouring
“Gateway” building, which the contemporary supported housing development
located on the opposite side of Adelaide Street.
BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
Generally, a mix of brick boundary walls, close-boarded or hit and miss palisade
fencing, combined with black, polyester powder-coated, ball topped, metal railings.
Locations will be as denoted on the Proposed Site Layout. We will endeavour to meet
the principles of Secured by Design via consultation with the Local Crime Prevention
Officer. Level 1 compliance to the house type design in respect to secure door and
window provision will be the minimum requirements that the Applicant will attain for
these dwellings.
ACCESS, HIGHWAY DESIGN AND CAR PARKING
All of the proposed new dwellings have direct pedestrian access to frontages ensuring
easy level access from the street.
The development currently incorporates a minimum of 200% car parking provision. In
theory, this could be reduced for the 2bed units if the Highways Officer has a
preference to break up parking more than is currently denoted (specifically plot no’s
1-3 inclusive).
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In total there are 24no car spaces allocated including 2no visitor spaces to serve the
4B8P dwellings (the driveway also has capacity to accommodate further visitor parking
if cars are parked in a tandem arrangement. There is very limited on-street parking
available in this area, which, in part, is why the applicant has a preference to include
am minimum of 200% to serve all dwellings, in the hope this will be agreeable.
Where applicable, all dwellings will have the option of cycle storage provision within
secure garden sheds which can be fitted with up to 2no cycle fixing loops. This will
promote this form of transport as an alternative to the car as part of the developer’s
commitment to alternative sustainable transport options. Where required by Coventry
City Council, the applicant would also be willing to install 2no larger sheds to serve plot
no’s 8 and 9. This will then allow these outbuildings to accommodate additional
bicycles, as dictated by current planning policy.
Extra over to this, electric vehicle charging points can be provided where this is now a
requirement of Planning Policy.
No new access roads are required other than localised intervention and the
construction of pavement crossovers, included the one to serve shared private
driveway. On the whole street lighting will remain as existing supplemented by
bulkhead lighting outside front and rear entrances. Selected columns will have to be
re-sited to accommodate revised parking arrangements.
DRAINAGE AND SERVICES
Existing statutory authority services information has been obtained from British Telecom,
National Grid, Western Power Distribution and Severn Trent Water. All statutory services
are currently available on/or adjacent to the site.
Whilst there is evidence of foul drainage adjacent to the development site the civil
engineer has provided a full Engineering Strategy with a ‘SUDS’ Sustainable Drainage
System incorporated as part of the development proposals to meet the requirements
of Severn Trent Water, Coventry City Council, and Building Regulations.
The Engineering Strategy detailing drainage principles has been prepared by BSP
Consulting Engineers and this is being submitted as part of the planning application
documentation. A Phase One Geotechnical Report has also been prepared and
further invasive site investigation is due to take place once planning permission has
been secured.
REFUSE COLLECTION
It is intended that the new dwellings will be served by the local authority refuse
collection service, with collection taking place via surround public highway.
Each dwelling will have not less than a 240-litre general waste receptacle, along with
garden waste and recycling bins that will dovetail into the requirements of Coventry
City Council. Generally, it is envisaged these will be in the rear gardens, which will allow
for a mix of kerbside collection to all plots via the existing highway network, with
residents putting bins out to suit weekly or fortnightly collection services.
Finally, all the dwellings will have designated internal recycling bins provision to
compliment the Council’s kerbside collection.
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LANDSCAPING
Detailed hard and soft landscaping proposals will be prepared to address the
Conditional Planning Approval, assuming this is forthcoming. Naturally, these proposals
will incorporate hard and soft landscaping to all the street frontages and defensible
spaces within the development.
Subject to receipt of the relevant local and statutory approvals, replacement tree
planting is proposed, which is to be in line with the principles set down on the Proposed
Site Layout and as covered in the Arboricultural Report (which also includes suggested
species/ tree sizes etc).
WM Housing are committed to the provision of a high-quality landscaping proposal,
both to mitigate loss of any existing trees and enhance the overall quality of the
development.
The applicant will also seek to maximise opportunities for ecological enhancement
across the site as part of their commitment to achieve a sustainable residential
development. This is will be in line with the suggestions outlined by Dr Stefan Bodnar BSc
(Hons) PhD MCIEEM with the Preliminary Ecological Appraisal.
BUILDING MATERIALS
Indicatively, the proposed facing materials will be as follows: External Walls
Light orange red multi facing bricks with contrasting smooth grey/ blue accent bricks
where denoted on drawings (to match/ complement materials on “the Gateway”).
Additionally, dark grey fascia cladding will be utilised on flat roof entrance canopies
and over feature bay roofing to large 4B8P dwellings.
Roof Covering
Slate Grey or Anthracite concrete interlocking roof tiles.
Windows and Doors
Grey, foil-wrapped, uPVC double glazed window units.
Rainwater Goods, Fascias and Soffits
White uPVC fascias and soffits and black/ grey uPVC rainwater downpipes and gutters.
As part of the Design Team's continual obligations to achieve a sustainable residential
development, the materials selected will rate highly in the BRE green guide for
sustainable and responsibly sourced building materials. Local suppliers will also be used
where possible in order to reduce transportation costs.
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ACCESSIBILITY AND ACCESS STATEMENT
The design process has been sensitive to the issues of access, all of which have been
fully considered during the preparation of the development proposals. This includes
movement through and within the site; together with a recognition of the need to
maintain the connections and links to the surrounding dwellings.
The site is served by adequate local bus links to the city, where, from here, there are
good links and access to public bus and rail transport system across Coventry and the
surrounding Midland Hubs. Coventry’s rail station serves the national transport
infrastructure also.
The site is also located to utilise the existing infrastructure for cycling and this should
encourage future residents to use this mode of sustainable transport.
As detailed previously, individual secure cycle storage is being provided to the
dwellings in the form of external stores (sheds), which will meet the requirements of
Secured By Design.
All houses will have level access to front and rear doors and the development will fully
comply with the requirements of Building Regulations Part M.
In addition, the scheme achieves inclusive accessibility through the adoption of many
of the ‘Lifetime Homes Standards’, which was an initiative promoted by the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation and supported by the Homes and Communities Agency.
All the dwellings incorporate accessible design features that ensure that properties are
both adaptable and sustainable for the future. This includes for wider car parking
spaces within the communal/shared parking to enable easier use by persons with
limited mobility, minimum or level gradient from car parking spaces to dwellings
entrance doors, level approaches to dwellings entrance door and illumination of
external entrances, which are also covered.
Internally again many features are incorporated including the provision of switches,
sockets, ventilation and service controls to be at a height useable by all i.e. between
450mm and 1200mm from the floor, glazing in all living rooms no higher than 800mm
from floor level with all windows being easily opened and operated, all living rooms
and kitchen dining rooms are located at entrance level and all doorways will conform
to the requirements of Part M of the Building Regulations.
WM Housing are committed to achieving access ability for all and this is reflected
through their full commitment to endeavouring to go beyond the minimum
requirements of Approved Document M.

SECURITY, SAFETY AND SECURE BY DESIGN
As before stated, the layout has been designed to maximise opportunities for natural
surveillance to all external aspects, including, where possible, additional windows on
gable walls to overlook car parking spaces.
The site layout, landscaping and boundary treatments have been designed to clearly
demark defensible space within the site identifying the public, semi-public and private
domains.
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Where appropriate, there will be a public street-lighting design developed during the
construction phase of this development that will be finalised with assistance from the
Secured by Design officer and will be designed as such to limit any aspect of light
pollution into the surrounding development.
Consultation will take place with the local Crime Prevention Officer/ Architectural
Liaison Officer for Warwickshire Police Constabulary and, where viable, their
recommendations will be incorporated into the layout.
In addition, all dwellings will fully comply with all of the physical criteria
recommendations within the Secured by Design guidelines; for example, adequate
laminated glazing, window lockability and security and door design to PAS 23/24.

SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Sustainability is considered to be one of the core principals underlining the
governments National Planning Policy Framework and also forms one of the three
principal criteria required by the Homes and Communities Agency.
The site is a little over 1 mile from Coventry City Centre where there are several transport
hubs which provide links to the local area. As before stated, the centre of Nuneaton is
also close by.
The design has been prepared to adopt many features of the former Code for
Sustainable Homes which covers a range of sustainable aspects.
Thermal efficiency will be maximised through a ‘fabric first’ approach and all dwellings
will improve over current Building Regulations for the Dwelling Emission Rate (DER) over
the Target Emission Rate (TER). It is also envisaged that a high-efficiency heating system
will be utilised throughout all of the dwellings.
As stated, delivering the dwellings to sustainable standards that will cover all aspects
of sustainability, including energy efficiency, construction methods/ materials,
maximising daylight, sustainable drainage and long-term maintenance and
management forms part the requirements laid out by the Applicant, and governed
through appliance of their Housing Design Brief. Gas boilers will be specified to be
ultra-low NOx with a dry NOx emission rate of less than 40mg/kWh.
Recycling provision will be incorporated as part of the proposals to comply with the
council’s kerbside recycling policy and this will be further enhanced by the inclusion of
recycling bins within the individual dwellings, again fully compliant with Code for
Sustainable Homes requirements. Consideration will also be given to the use of water
butts and garden composting bins.
All of the dwellings are designed to meet the requirements of Approved Document M
with regards to disabled access, as stated previously within the Access Ability and
Access Statement.
A fully sustainable drainage strategy and solution is incorporated as part of the
development proposals and this is detailed within the drainage and services section of
this document. A strategic drainage drawing has been prepared by BSP Consulting
Engineers which forms part of the planning application documentation.
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WM Housing are committed to delivering a residential development, to ensure a high
degree of long-term sustainability is achieved.
As the application is coming forward as just the 11no houses, with 24no car parking
spaces, it is considered that the development is highly unlikely to have any air quality
impact on the surrounding area once operational. Overall, the increase in parking will
only be 13no spaces compared to the supported housing scheme that previously
occupied this site. Electric vehicle charging points will be provided to accord with
Coventry City Council Planning Guidelines.
There may be impacts (on air quality) during construction works, but, where such risks
are identified, these can be controlled via the production of a Construction
Environmental Management Plan to show how dust and traffic related emissions as
well as noise during construction will be minimised. This item can be subject to a
conditional planning approval. Demolition works were undertaken by the applicant in
advance of this planning application which, in part, was due to a need to have the
replacement housing scheme on site before the end of this calendar year.

CONCLUSION
WM Housing are committed to providing a very high-quality and highly sustainable,
affordable development on this site.
The development has been designed with an endeavour to create a high-quality
residential infill scheme on what is an existing brownfield site.
A sensitive and contemporary design has been developed using a pallet of materials,
which will respond to the local context whilst creating an architectural style which is
vibrant and modern. This will be further enhanced by the utilisation of robust boundary
treatments, particularly to the exposed semi-public boundaries and a comprehensive
hard and soft-landscaping proposal.
All eleven dwellings are coming forward as 100% affordable housing. No Section 106
Contribution is envisaged or any other charges that may affect financial viability.
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